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Introduction

In the era of global communication, cheap and fast transport reaching all parts of the world
the Internet-based trading become one of the most dynamic and profitable markets. It brought
many new technologies as well as new law challenges such as the protection of personal data,
electronic signature or taxation that had to be regulated with a new approach. Because of its
complexity and quick development e-commerce had to be divided into sectors basing on
different criteria. One of the simplest divisions of e-commerce into sectors is the one that
merges the businesses into groups according to the parties taking part in the deal: B2B
(business to business), B2C (business to customer) , C2C (customer to customer), A2C
(administration to customer), A2B (administration to business). B2A (business to
administration). This paper however will focus only on B2B Internet trading platforms,
because they are the most important to the antitrust or competition (as it is called in Europe)
issues. They allow to show the basic rules of the Internet trade as well as the use and
adaptation of law regulations to the virtual reality. These regulations include not only
supervision of work of B2B Internet trading platforms, but also creation of new and fusions of
existing ones.

The problems that were created by the arrival of B2B Internet trading platforms were
recognized and later regulated by the cartel authorities and courts in the USA1, by European
Commission2 as well as by the Bundeskartellamt3 and corresponding cartel authorities in
other European countries. The global accessibility of the Internet-based B2B trading
platforms allows platform operators to establish their businesses in countries with antitrust
standards that suit their needs and thus evade the stricter regulation of others. The threat to
competition which may arise from this type of “antitrust shopping” can be mastered by close
coordination of national and international antitrust authorities. In Italy for example that was
done by giving the EU competition law a dominant position over the country’s law. In
Germany the relation between EU and German antitrust systems was regulated by the 6th and
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Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen or „GWB” ). However the process of law standardisation that
would lead to the development of worldwide principal antitrust rules has not been finished
yet. There is still lots of room for improvement and much work that needs to be done in this
field.
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B2B Internet trading platforms: definition and division

So what are exactly the B2B Internet trading platforms? Finding the definition is not an easy
task, because they have taken many different forms and it is quite possible that they will
evolve to new ones in near future. For this reason I tend to search for a wide and simple
definition that would cover the whole area leaving the room for future developments. The
definition that I believe is suitable says that a B2B Internet trading platform means all
Internet-based technical solutions that aim at facilitating the establishment of new trading
relations between companies or at supporting existing relationships5.

From antitrust point of view it is important to recognize the level of integration of platforms.
This division is very well shown in the history of B2B Internet trade that shows more and
more complex structures showing up on the market. The development of B2B Internet trade
can be divided into 4 phases6:

Phase 1 — Batch EDI

EDI (electronic data interchange) networks represented the first phase of electronic B2B ecommerce. EDI was designed to process high volumes of highly structured data. It consists of
a computer to computer batch exchange over dedicated lines of normal business transactions
including payments, information exchange and purchase order requests.

Operators of such proprietary, value-added networks (VANs) require all market participants
to trade through their network using technically ridgid, complex standards. The big
disadvantage of EDI technology is very limited flexibility to changes of a dynamic
marketplaces. However many EDI transactions are automatically generated based on
inventory replenishment rules under long-term contracts, which makes them still a vital piece
of B2B trade.

Phase 2 — Basic E-commerce

The fundamental e-commerce bases on buyer-seller relationship without an intermediary. The
best example of this type of commerce is represented by company web sites, which can be
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recognised as round-the-clock mini trade exhibits. In some cases, those web sites allow to
enter exclusive Extranet, available to customers and registered site users only. In other cases,
the sites have a direct access that allows them to retail to other businesses.

Phase 3 —Communities of Commerce

This phase is considered to begin with the start of first e-exchanges that are defined as an
online service run by an independent third party, by the supplier or by the buyer where
several buyers and sellers meet to buy and/or sell products and/or services. (the so-called
butterfly model)

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter „The B2B Internet Report: Collaborative Commerce”

Phase 3 is unfolding and represents the rise of Web destinations that bring together trading
partners into a common community, which creates market transparency. The intersection of
buyers and sellers that share related interests helps to cut the costs and serve larger percentage
of those interests.

Phase 4 — Collaborative Commerce

Collaborative commerce (c-commerce) is a next stage of evolution of Communities of
Commerce, because it adds support for other business processes before, during and after the
order. The broad range of interactions that make the chain of commerce work can also be
moved online. It can be said that C-commerce fills in the gaps around e-commerce.
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The other important criterion of division is the purpose of operation. Using this criterion B2B
Internet trading platforms are divided into 3 major groups7:

1)those focusing on completing business transactions such as auctions which are formal price
finding procedures supported by the Internet trading platform or exchanges which allow to
announce a concrete desire to buy or sell goods and provide mechanisms for negotiations.

2) those supporting integration of IT systems such as Integration platforms which allows the
electronic document exchange between several parties,

3) and those providing just information such as pinboards which work just like exchanges
with the exception of negotiations taking place outside the scope of e-marketplaces or
collaboration platforms which enable the exchange of information to optimise ordering and
delivery.

For the purpose of showing antitrust problems this paper will underline the usage of tradefocused platforms.

Impact and significance of B2B Internet sales

Number of existing platforms and their geographical spread out

Electronic trade over the Internet is a booming industry. The technical development of the
Internet and its ever-increasing numbers of users heighten its attractiveness as a medium for
4
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business transactions. No wonder that it brought euphoria which resulted in mass opening of
B2B Internet trading platforms, which reached its peak in year 2000. Since then consolidation
process has begun, which resulted in many fusions and closing down of some platforms that
couldn’t cope with the stronger competition. According to Barlecon Research in 2002 there
were around 1060 active platforms worldwide, including 124 in Germany and 381 in whole
Europe8. Those numbers decreased in 2003 to 889, 96 and 324 respectably9. Although most of
the platforms are placed in the USA10, Japan11 and Western Europe12, there is also a
considerable number of them in the Middle East13, South American countries14 and even in
Africa15. Some platforms are worldwide orientated such as in automobile trade16, but there are
also examples of platforms that are active on the local (only one country) or regional
market17. The above given data shows the trend of consolidation of the enterprises belonging
to the same commerce sector together by fusions and establishment of common platforms. On
the other hand it also shows that the market is fragmented by geography that creates
inefficient markets and uninformed buyers and sellers.

Use of B2B Internet Trading platforms in different industry sectors

B2B Internet trading platforms are more common in some industry sectors than in others, with
ITC, transportation and logistics, food and beverages, tourism and construction being the
leading sectors. According to e-Business W@tch18 research, around 5% of European
enterprises from four largest EU Member States (Germany, France, UK and Italy) used emarketplaces and further 3-4 % were planning to do so in the near future19. These figures are
relatively low, but in some sectors such as ITC services the 7-12% were regularly trading via
e-marketplaces at the same point of time and 6-9% have reported their plans to do so as well.
This shows that in some sectors this kind of trading is increasingly more important with a
tendency to a much faster growth than in the rest of the sectors.

The other interesting observation is that generally large enterprises are more likely to use emarketplaces than small businesses. Around 12% of large enterprises confirm that they are
using e-marketplaces for purchasing and/or selling goods and services. Only 5% of small
businesses can say the same thing20. This situation leads to the dangerous situation where as a
result of fusions and negotiations between the large enterprises the competition rules can be
violated.
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Advantages of B2B Internet trading platforms
B2B Internet trading platforms offer companies significant savings on transaction costs.
Compared to the costs of conventional business transactions conducted by telephone, fax or email, the use of B2B Internet trading platforms can lead to savings of up to 15%21. Moreover,
the centralization of company procurement can lead to further savings, by lowering
administrative costs (improved workflow and search efficiency). Finally, lowering
procurement prices by auctions and reverse auctions promises even further improvements in
cost structure. This fact combined with the data presented above leads to the conclusion that
B2B trade gives the most benefits to small and medium companies, because it lowers the
costs of operating. It is also profitable for the customer because it gives opportunity to choose
from wider range of products and makes comparing prices much easier. That makes a boost to
the rise of competition that raises also the efficiency.

All the advantages of B2B Internet trading platforms were recognised by the European
Commission that gave them positive opinion. It is hard to argue with such arguments as
higher market transparency, lower administrative, transition and customer finding costs, better
system integration and much better access to products and supplies for manufactures and
customers of specialised economy sectors. All those factors lead to the offer of better products
for a lower price.

Special rules for B2B trade?

On the other hand the B2B trade brings also dangers. For example the market transparency
brings not only greater competition but also gives the opportunity to fix prices. It also allows
competitors to join forces together to generate better profit and bringing the threat of
monopolization. This situation puts cartel authorities in a difficult position to adopt classic
system to the new virtual environment. The operation of B2B Internet trading platforms
including simple exchange of information due to digitalisation and division of data into many
catalogues by many different criteria as well as exclusionary practices concerning the access
to B2B Internet trading platforms and joint purchasing can lead to violation of cartel
regulations. The question arising is should there be a special cartel law for B2B internet
trading platforms and other e-marketplaces?
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There are positive law regulations of e-marketplaces in telecommunication law as well as in
control of media concentration22 that were developed to deal with the new technical
possibilities. That is why it is only a first impression that shows that traditional cartel
regulations developed to tackle problems of traditional market can’t be also proper for
electronic marketplaces with it’s digital character and completely new structures. For this
reason European Commission in a case vs. Microsoft said that Internet with it global
dimension can’t be regulated by the stiff regulations of other markets23. However cartel
authorities in EU, the USA and Germany have given many decisions concerning emarketplaces using the traditional cartel regulations24. That showed that cartel authorities are
able to tackle given law problems using traditional cartel regulations. That resulted in an
opinion given by the Federal Trade Commission in the report about B2B Internet trading
platforms that said that traditional cartel law with its protection instruments is sufficient to
tackle the problems connected with B2B Internet trading platforms25. However it did not say
that special norms are completely useless. It was pointed out that those norms have to be build
with existing cartel regulations principles in mind. They also have to take into consideration
not only the dangers that come with this technology but also the advantages to the whole
economical system.

Information exchange

One of the basic problems in the area of B2B Internet trading platforms is the exchange of
information. The high transparency of the market leads to the situation where the asymmetric
information is not in place. The actual rivals and potential competitors possesses the valuable
information that can be misused cartel law wise. For example the information about price
structure and strategies of competitors is in B2B Internet trading platforms easily accessible
and may be used by the rivals to gain a competitive advantage26.
In Europe the information exchange between makers, mother companies and users of B2B
Internet trading platform is not recognised in general as competition damaging . Especially if
we talk about an industry where the market structure is atomistic, because transparency
enhance the operation of a whole market. However the European Commission have seen the
problem of information misuse.

Article 81 of EC Treaty
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Article 81 of EC Treaty27 prohibits restrictive agreements and concerted practices and makes
them void if they have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction, or distortion of
competition within the Common Market, and they affect trade between Member Sates. The
competition relevant information is also included in this article, when the secrecy of
information exchange between buyer and seller is violated. To analyse allowed exchange of
competition relevant information according to Art. 81 EC Treaty for electronic marketplaces
we have to examine the decisions of European Commission and court sentences concerning so
called market information system. The judgements of the European Courts in the Tractor
cases28 and the Steel Beams cases29 provide useful clarification in this respect. It shows that
the exchange of information can be caught by Art 81 EC Treaty when it takes place on
oligopolistic market.

B2B electronic marketplaces will raise concerns if they provide statistics on trade volumes,
export and import rates of individual market participants, because they can be used to reveal
the market strategy of those participants giving competitive advantage to other platform users.
However when this information is given as summary statistics to all market participants no
such concerns are raised. Similarly when the data given is no more sensitive, that means
historical. The data is considered to be sensitive up to 12 months30 For example the
competition concerns are reduced to null when in auction market only the leading bid is
shown without revealing the identity of the bidder.

Enforcement practice shows that B2B Internet trading platforms operators are prepared to
ensure data protection and to block improper information exchanges. In order to achieve the
goal technology such as firewalls is used to limit the flow of information. Antitrust agencies
will in turn need to provide or acquire the technical expertise that enables them to judge
whether or not these safeguards are sufficient.

The whole idea of competition is based on a principle that all market users can profit in the
same way from the information available on the market. However the structural or position
differences between B2B Internet trading platforms users can result in the situation where
some users profit more from the competition related information than the others. This
problem may exist in particular where an online marketplace is controlled by a number of
market participants. These owner-participants could then receive privileged information about
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transactions on the market, which would create competition problems that relate to both
information sharing and discrimination.
This issue has been addressed in the Volbroker case31, the first B2B exchange cleared under
Article 81. In this case, six major banks set up a joint venture offering an electronic brokerage
service for trading foreign currency options. The case raised concerns regarding the access to
confidential information by the parent companies. They had to give the number of assurances
to European Commission that involved independence and distant geographical location of
staff and management of the platform from the parent companies as well as lack of access to
sensitive data to the management and boards of the parent companies and no access to
information technology and communication systems of Volbroker. Such a separation can
certainly be regarded as a necessary condition to ensure that the marketplace is operated with
sufficient independence from the parents, it remains to be seen whether it is also a sufficient
condition. The financial services are long used to such provisions and therefore this kind of
separation might be appropriate, but in other industries or different market situation it could
be not sufficient.

Information exchange between users

On the other hand there is also a problem of information exchange between B2B Internet
trading platforms users. They can exchange the sensitive information or get access to it by
acting as potential buyers to get sensitive data from the competitors. This kind of behaviour is
prohibited in the same way as the sensitive information exchange between parent companies.
For this reason the B2B Internet trading platforms are designed in such a way that the users
have no access to competition relevant information of the companies that they want to make
business with. This is ensured by the firewalls and different lock systems installed by the
platform administrators. However the sensitive information is given away when the price
finding mechanism is used. It is also impossible to keep it secret during the reverse auction32
where one seller have to know the bid of the other in order to make a better offer. That means
that the price and delivery details have to be revealed giving the competition good hints about
market strategies of the offering company. For this reason it is important that cartel authorities
will supervise the actions of B2B Internet trading platforms users, making sure that sensitive
information is given only in such extent as necessary, but on the other hand they are supposed
to allow high transparency to make the market more competitive.
9
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Also German law recognizes the problem of exchange of sensitive information in electronic
marketplaces. In German cartel law the violation of competition relevant data secrecy
between competing enterprises is prohibited by § 1 GWB. The decisions of the
Bundeskartellamt and courts give also a wide support to the Act Against Restraints of
Competition. One of the most symptomatic cases is that of Aluminium-Halbzeug33. The BGH
decided that renouncement of sensitive data secrecy (for example prices and discounts given)
is restraining the competition itself and therefore should not be allowed. For this reason
Bundeskartellamt suggested that data should be made “anonymous” by giving the range of
prices and the average price so that the other enterprises are orientated on prices of the
competition, but are not able to match given numbers with a concrete company.

A second problem regarding possible co-ordination in electronic markets relates to the
question whether market participants can effectively bundle purchasing or selling volumes.
This problem is in principle not different from normal joint purchasing that exists on the
traditional market. Therefore, the discussion of these questions in the one of horizontal cooperation agreements which are regulated in Art. 81 EC Treaty. Guidelines on the
applicability of Article 81 ECT to horizontal co-operation agreements propose a safe haven of
15% market share below which a purchasing or commercialisation agreement would be
assumed either not to restrict competition or to fulfil the conditions for an exemption34. Those
regulation will also automatically apply to horizontal agreements in e-commerce. That’s why
the Article 81 will not be breached by the joint purchasing in an exchange by parties whose
combined market share is below 15% on both the purchasing and selling market.
The guidelines make clear that joint purchasing can be a problem for two reasons: (a) because
it creates buyer power, and (b) because it can lead to co-ordination on the downstream market.

Agreements on pricing

Connected with transparency issue is potential that the mere disclosure of information will
lead coordinated anticompetitive coordination. This harmful effect may be arising from two
sources: (a) express agreements on the disclosure of information or (b) tactic agreement
reached through strategic action in the face of enhanced information.
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Express agreement among sellers or buyers on prices

Most B2B Internet trading platforms are used to conduct a transaction between individual
buyer and individual seller that will negotiate the terms of contract between themselves.
However some platforms allow buyers and seller to unite to gain benefits of cooperation.
Especially the B2B Internet trading platforms that allow joint selling are under the scope of
the antitrust authorities. The reason for it is simple. Joint purchasing is well-developed on the
traditional market and if it is properly structured, than confronts virtually no serious
difficulties in front of competition authorities35 or courts. With the joint selling the situation is
more complicated, because the line between permitted collective action and the one that
violates competition rules is very unclear36. The rule is that the joint action of sellers that
concerns price is permitted when it is ancillary to the efficiency enhancement. As examples of
such activities the creation of a new product37 or sharing of a financial risk38 could be given.
For this reason in the situation when a B2B Internet trading platform that does nothing more,
but only allows enterprises that sold the given product independently before, to use joint
selling will face problems in front of competition authorities. In general any site that
contemplates joint price determination should be thoroughly examined by the authorities.

Pricing of exchange services
Of course running of the B2B Internet trading platform will generate costs. Some run by the third
party were established with the purpose of generating profit to the running party. For those reasons the
platform will have to generate an income. Having a legal joint venture status B2B Internet trading
platform is allowed to have fees for the offered services. That goes to the extent that the platform
runners seek to regulate the fees charged between its participants for exchange-related activities. The
border cases show the situations where pricing among platform participants were governed. One
commentary also says that: “decision by a group of B2B sellers to charge higher transaction fees to
raise the cost of competing sellers could be unlawful.”39

Auction rules

Every auction in order to function needs to define rules by which its auctions are conducted.
In the B2B Internet trading platforms it is common to limit number of variables that will be
open to competitive bid during the auction. This is so called standardisation that is supposed
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to make auction process more efficient. Standardisation can involve factors such as: terms of
delivery, credit, risk of loss, payment method and so on. Although standardisation is the result
of agreement among competing participants on the exchange, it can also rise competition
issues such as in the case of Catalano, Inc. v. Target Sales, Inc40., in which the Supreme Court
held that a conspiracy among competing wholesalers to standardize credit terms offered to a
purchaser was per se illegal because “credit terms must be characterized as an inseparable part
of the price. An agreement to terminate the practice of giving credit is thus tantamount to an
agreement to eliminate discounts.”41 This case however does not involve standardisation in a
good faith. The general rule in such cases is that the legality of the restraint is decided on
whether it promotes or suppress competition.

Market Dominance and Foreclosure

A second set of possible competition problems relates to issues of market dominance and
foreclosure. They are in particular created through the network character which is inherent in
B2B electronic marketplaces. Potential problems of network dominance is present when the
system is designed in such a way that the value of individual user increase with the number of
users42. It would lead to so called tipping effect where the users are encouraged to join the
dominant network, because that gives them the most benefits. This problem is vital for B2B
Internet trading platforms as the benefits increase with the number of buyers and sellers
linked by the same system. The another dilemma for competition policy is created by the
possible prevalence of network effects in B2B Internet trading platforms. The larger network
brings the better efficiency due to the better choice and maintenance cost divided into more
shares. Therefore the fact that platform managers try to sign up as many buyers and sellers as
they possibly can should not be considered as the competition issue itself. On the other hand,
competition policy needs to acknowledge that network effects can lead to a “tipping effect”
which will substantially raise barriers to entry and expansion and which could create
substantial market power for the owner-operator of the largest exchange.

The tipping effect is strongly connected with the liquidity of the market. It has the biggest
impact on B2B trading platforms that operate as true exchanges. In those exchanges the
interaction of many buyers and sellers and the dynamic setting of marketclearing price is vital
and therefore the sufficient liquidity is required to operate43. Most B2B Internet trading
platforms, however, do not seem to constitute exchanges in the sense of a commodity or stock
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exchange, because there is no trade in standardised products in an anonymous transaction at
the market price. Most B2B trading platforms are rather facilitating devices that allow
individual transactions between buyers and sellers (suppliers). These transactions could take
the form of an auction, a reverse auction or of a vendor catalogue. In those cases the number
of buyers and sellers actively monitoring the platform that could potentially make an offer is
the key success factor, rather than a volume of transactions as it is on the traditional market.
In such a context any party that wanted to become network dominant will face difficulties,
because it would need to base this attempt not only on tipping effect but also build other lockin mechanisms such as exclusivity provisions that can interact with the network effects. As a
result we become a barrier to entry that will create costs for the party willing to switch B2B
Internet trading platform. Lock-in could also be achieved where market participants are tied
into the market via proprietary supply chain management systems. Competition authorities
should therefore focus on ancillary provisions and design of the market in order to make sure
that owner operator do not make an attempt to enhance any existing network effects by any
means.

The authorities should particularly not accept provisions that limit the user of B2B trading
platform to purchase all its requirement of a certain product through an exchange. The other
practice that also should not be accepted is a minimum purchase requirement expressed in
percentage or absolute terms. However they should not be banned completely, because they
are needed at the start-up phase of a B2B trading platform in order to ensure and boost a
minimum level of liquidity. On the other hand using the basic trade theory the best situation
would occur when all enterprises would be able to take part in all B2B Internet trading
platforms freely. In this case however the transparency would have to be so low that B2B
Internet trading platforms would be reduced to private bilateral contracting place. For this
reason it can be said that the provisions are the price that is paid for the higher level of
transparency.

So far, the Commissions enforcement experience with B2B electronic markets has not
revealed many problems related to network effects and market dominance44. This is due to the
fact that in these cases several B2B Internet trading platforms competed heavily even in a
narrowly defined market. However the phase of reduction of platforms number has been
started couple of years ago. This raises the question of the appropriate regulatory response as
regards access to the remaining marketplaces. Foreclosure problems will arise when some
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participants would be excluded from the most efficient B2B trading platforms, because that
will put them in competitive disadvantage, which is forbidden by competition law regulations.
To be specific this issue could be addressed under Art. 82 EC Treaty, when that particular
exchange can be considered as essential facility and has a dominant position45. In this case the
violation can go two ways: (a) the exchange can abuse its dominant position or (b) does not
grant access to any companies that want to join in, unless such a refusal is objectively
justified. However the European Court of Justice in the Oscar Bronner judgement46 showed
that its interpretation is fairy strict. It requires that access must be indispensable for the
competitor to carry on its business and there is no possible substitute in existence of the
facility. That simply means that the given internet exchange must not only be dominant
towards other exchanges but also the proof that traditional methods of trade and distribution
are no longer competitive and can not substitute to trading through the internet exchange.
Disregarding this doctrine it is obvious that economic wise it is in B2B Internet trading
platforms operators to create the marketplace as open as possible. It will not only bust the
value of this exchange market but also will help to dismiss any allegations relating to the
possible abuse of a dominant position. The open doors policy does not mean however that the
operator of B2B Internet trading platform admit every interested party to a marketplace. The
Commission decisions concerning a number of commodity exchanges47 suggests that
admission standards would generally seem acceptable, provided that the standards are
objectively necessary and are applied on a non-discriminatory basis.

Conclusion
B2B Internet trading platforms pose so many competition issues for a simple reason that they
are something new for the lawmaker and courts. However as the history of older-technology
exchanges shows, those issues are manageable. New court judgements as well as a bunch of
new paragraphs in existing regulations added to new way of interpreting the existing law will
allow to handle them quite easily. Because exchanges offer important efficiency boost
through the reduction of search costs and other transaction costs, their formation is in general
always lawful. The antitrust issues normally arise from the rules of operation or other
collateral restrains governing the particulars of operation of the B2B Internet trading platform
– auction rules, information exchange, exchange fees, access standards, exclusivity
requirements and so on.
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The new problems connected with B2B Internet trading platforms derive mainly from the fact
that this technology offers the means for very high transparency of competitive information.
That transparency, in the form of compilation and dissemination of information, is a principal
source of the exchanges’ efficiency benefits. However transparency could be used not only to
boost the competition, but also could be used to create oligopolistic market. That is why it is
antitrust authorities duty to monitor B2B Internet trading platforms. The lawmakers confront
the challenge of constructing a law frame in such a way that it is going to allow to gain
efficiency benefits offered by B2B Internet trading platforms and in the same time is going to
give antitrust authorities proper law tools to allow them to protect the competition from the
misuse of competition boosting mechanisms.
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